Shhh...Macks Side

My name is McKenzie Perry. Ive lived a
life filled with secrets. Secrets that took me
years to understand. Secrets that my bestie
Gia and I kept from the world. Secrets that
only I knew. I wasnt afraid of the lies, the
secrets, or the hidden skeletons. Thats not
what frightened me. I was afraid that one
day they would come out, somebody would
find out the truth. If I am the only one that
knew the secrets, the lies, then they were
safe, right? How does a well-rounded,
talented little girl create a false sense life?
It took several years for me to understand
the impact of lies. Lies I told, secrets I
kept, and the lives they controlled. One of
the things I know to be true is, I did the
things I did for a reason, even if I didnt
know it at the time. They all had a reason.

Macks Side is out now! Go get it, its amazing!
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